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Zaprezentuję temat:

Implementing AI in training & development processes
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AI Wave 1: Expertise-driven
Write rules for AI, and it will follow them (e.g. GUIDON tutoring system, Clancey 1984)
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AI Wave 2: Data-driven (machine learning)
Collect data & use expertise to teach AI to mimic humans (e.g. Intelligent Essay Assessor, Foltz et al. 1999)

Landauer et al. (2003)
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AI Wave 3: Data-driven (deep learning)
Collect labelled data & neural network will learn w/o expertise (e.g. Aida Calculus, Pearson 2019)

five zero four one

nine two one three
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AI Wave 3.5: Data-driven (generative deep learning)
Collect unlabelled data & neural network will learn w/o expertise (e.g. Karpathy 2015)

500 times

700 times

100 times

2,000 times

Neural network learns to generate text in the style of Tolstoy’s War and Peace by reading it…



Primary value of AI in education is in personalisation

Just-in-time tutoring Practice activity generation



At the heart of personalisation lies assessment

Three foundations of assessment efficacy:

Validity

Fairness

Reliability

Measure what is required for making claims

Not biased against any learner group

Consistent results across testing occasions



What you can measure easily / initially What you eventually want to measure

Assessment validity
Measure what is required for making claims



Read the text. Select a word or phrase to fill the gap.

What you can measure easily / initially What you eventually want to measure

Assessment validity
Measure what is required for making claims



Assessment fairness
Not biased against any learner group

AI is not distracted by irrelevant factors:
appearance, personality, body language. 

Humans are great language assessors 
but can also be (unconsciously) biased.



Assessment reliability
Consistent results across testing occasions

AI will rate the same work similarly, 
regardless of time, and is always available.

Humans are great language assessors 
but can also get tired & inconsistent.



AI assessment requires rigorous AI model development & validation



Large Language Models learn without human supervision

AI reads vast Internet datasets to learn 
how to imitate human language & tasks.

Humans evaluate model’s capabilities 
and try to align it to expectations.



Out of the box, current-generation LLMs 
are unsuited for summative high-stakes assessment

• Their output cannot be 100% reliable. The same 
essay will be scored differently, even with clear rubrics.

• Their complexity makes it challenging to finetune 
their behaviour, esp. for proprietary & closed LLMs.

• They are trained on datasets that can perpetuate 
socio-cultural biases, esp. in English-first models.

• While they can generate feedback, extra attention 
needs to be paid to proper safeguarding.



However, LLMs present opportunities for formative assessment

1. Decrease time & cost of building less rigorous AI systems, e.g. test prep.

2. Facilitate development of future skills, e.g. collaboration, cultural intelligence.

3. Enable new types of immersive learning experiences, e.g. virtual worlds.

Pearson’s Skills Outlook report:

https://plc.pearson.com/en-GB/insights/pearson-skills-outlook-powerskills
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2015: Google wins vs Authors Guild. 
Turning copyrighted books to create 

a searchable database is fair use.

Future of generative AI depends on ongoing copyright lawsuits

2023: similar problem, similar defence, similar resolution?
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Some LLM vendors will now protect users against:

1. Copyright claims regarding model training data

2. Unintended copyright infringements in generated output
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Model output copyright: uncharted territory?

Images:
• US copyright law applies to humans, not animals/machines
• Text-to-image generators are not tools that can be used by author
• Sufficient human authorship: AI comic book yes, just images no
• Copyright Office won lawsuits but court admitted new laws needed

Text & code:

• As above, verbatim LLM output likely goes into public domain

• Can be granted copyright only after proving significant edits
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EU AI Act proposes a risk-based safety framework

Pre/post-market requirements 
for high-risk system providers: 
• training data governance,
• technical documentation,
• risk management,

• human oversight,

• accidents reported to authorities.

Significant model finetuning 
can make you the provider.

Open-source models
more likely to meet obligations?
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